
Buy Direct from the Source

Historically, it's been a challenge for entreprenuers and 
SMB buyers to gain access to excess inventory directly 
from mass retailers, top brands and major 
manufacturers. The good news is that today there are 
tools including online auction-based platforms which 
enable buyers to gain direct access to the inventory 
they need. These platforms create a transparent 
ecosystem and eliminate traditional painpoints like 
extended negotiation over price, shipping 
arrangements and other important details. 
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Be Confident in Your Purchase

When buying returned and excess inventory on the 
secondary market, it's important to do your research, 
understand the details of what you're buying and have 
confidence in your purchase. The key is to make sure 
you have as much information as possible about the 
products before you buy. This should include a 
thorough description, manifest details, actual images of 
the inventory, lot size, shipping dimensions and costs, 
condition codes and technical information, if 
applicable.
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Factor in Shipping Costs

Always account for shipping costs in your buying 
budget to maximize your potential profitability. To help 
reduce shipping costs, look for inventory and 
distribution centers closest to your shipping location. 
Look for sellers that will allow you to arrange your own 
shipping ("Buyer Arranges") or will provide discounted 
rates on regional shipping. When buying from more 
distant locations, look for sellers that have negotiated 
rates with major carriers.
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Buy Online from Reputable Sellers

eBay sellers can often buy inventory more affordably 
and efficiently by tapping into other online 
auction-based platforms that specifically sell bulk lots 
of returned and excess inventory. These platforms 
offer greater product availability and transparency, 
detailed product descriptions, bulk quantities from 
pallets to truckloads, various shipping options, and a 
quick sales cycle. 

The key is to make sure you're buying from a credible 
seller. Many top retailers including Walmart, Target, 
Zulily and Home Depot have their own liquidation 
marketplaces. Others leverage multi-seller 
marketplaces like B-Stock Supply - in this case, be 
sure to use one that has a seller rating system, so you 
know that you're buying from a reputable seller.
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Read the Fine Print

Protect yourself and your business by taking the time 
to read any seller policies and terms of purchase 
before you buy. A credible seller will have these ready 
and available for your review.
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Quantity Matters

As an eBay seller you’re well-versed in what your 
competition is selling and how much demand exists for 
certain products. There are some great deals available 
on the secondary market, and while it’s typical that 
larger lots allow for a lower cost per item, you don’t 
want to purchase more than you can reasonably sell. 
Bid and buy accordingly to be sure you've maximized 
your profitability when you break lots down in to 
individual items for resale.
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Read Product Condition Codes

The condition of products sold on the secondary 
market can range from Brand New in Box to Customer 
Returns/Light Use to Salvage. This merchandise is 
typically sold “as-is”, so be sure to familiarize yourself 
with each condition type and definition. Different 
retailers may categorize their inventory and conditions 
differently. A credible seller or marketplace will have a 
dedicated ‘Conditions’ glossary with thorough 
descriptions for each condition grade or type.
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Product Condition is Key

To ensure you maximize your profitability, it’s critical to 
understand the potential resale value of your purchase. 
Typically, the better the condition, the higher the resale 
value - e.g. "New With Tags" (NWT) items will usually 
sell for more than "New Without Tags" (NWOT) items; 
a New item in original packaging will typically yield the 
highest price. 
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Have a Consistent Supply

Always try to have enough products to satisfy the 
needs of your buyers and anyone who visits your 
listings. When you buy from an online auction-based 
platform of marketplaces like B-Stock's selection of top 
retailers, or from a multi-seller marketplace like 
B-Stock Supply, you're able to ensure a consistent, 
dependable supply of inventory for your business. 
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Over $440 billion worth of 
merchandise is returned each year to 
top retailers and major manfacturers. 
Much of that can’t go back on the 
shelf. 

Good News for eBay Sellers! 
There's never been a better time to 
buy returned and excess merchandise 
on the secondary market.

Buy with Confidence.
Grow Your Business. 
Take advantage of our useful tips on 
what eBay sellers need to know when 
buying customer returns and excess 
merchandise.
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